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Posting my refund request here: Game isn't actually, or rather doesn't feel fast paced or old school, ai has pinpoint hitscan
accuracy which normally wouldn't be a problem, many old school shooters like doom have this, except for the fact that you
don't have any accuracy, far from it. You have to aim down the sights which slows down your movement, takes up half the
screen and in general feels like a pain to do If you intend to hip fire good luck with that, because your accuracy without it is a
joke, and don't forget you only have a few seconds to do it before the enemies will kill you. You can't even run and run with the
machine gun! Speaking of running, you have to hold down shift to sprint! You can hold it down for as long as you want, there's
no penalty for doing it either, what's the point? Why not just have yourself set to always run? I wanna sprint automatically and
shoot enemies without having to aim down the sights. Just a little nitpick. The shooting itself is subpar, there's no ragdoll
physics, no enemies flinching when attacking and no gore, just some pixel blood sprays and a death animation that plays with it
when you kill an enemy, no fun in that. Graphics are nice though, I really do like the choice of weapon designs used, they look
clean and pretty. I could forgive the lack of options, the terrible music, the extremely linear level design but when the gameplay
is held back by such things, thats when you have a bad game.. This game is horendous. The controls and gunplay are awkward,
the weapons feel broken and unresponsive, but my main complaint is actually how hard it is. The game gives you 1000 health,
and about 100 bullets to start out with, but in a single encounter, you're probably going to loose about 200 health, and 40 bullets.
I like challenging games, but this game is so unbalanced that the only challenge is keeping your sanity long enough to hit 20
headshots in a row with an automatic weapon with zero accuracy. The levels have minor exploration, but for the most part is just
really linear with almost no depth. I can't recomend this game to anyone.. Crimson Metal is a 90s throwback that brings the old
mechanics and formulas of Quake and Doom in modern times. The lack of a budget is obvious, and the game could be better,
but still it's a great fun.. Pros: 1.Cheap-Got it on sale for $3.49. 2. Steam cards and they are worth 10 cents plus each 3. Very
hard/challenge Cons: 1.Graphics are not that good 2.Lots of bugs 3.Only one difficultly setting Game is not worth full price. I
only recommend the game if its on sale.. What on earth did I just play. The lighting is darker than my soul. I don't know how to
recommend this game really.

CRIMSON METAL - EPISODE 2 IS AVAILABLE NOW! : Hey! CRIMSON METAL - EPISODE 2 is FINALLY HERE!
New 8 Levels New Enemies New Challenges Thank you guys for your support! Hope you enjoy!. BIG PATCH COMING!!! :
Hello guys! In the next few days will came a BIG PATCH. Please bear with us and continue emailing us the issues you run into.
PATCH 1 Fixes: Redesign of some levels for better performance Fixed checkpoint system Improved F6/F9 - Quick Save and
Load Improved lighting Improved automatic aspect ratio system Smoother AIM DOWN SIGHTS New Secret Areas New
awesome soundtracks If you run into any issues or bugs please email us at madboxgamestudiogmail.com Thanks!. CRIMSON
METAL UPDATE to v.1.2 : Hey! PATCH 1 is Here! PATCH 1 NOTES: Redesign of some levels for better performance Fixed
checkpoint system Improved F6/F9 - Quick Save and Load Improved lighting Improved automatic aspect ratio system Smoother
AIM DOWN SIGHTS Added big medkits New Secret Areas New awesome soundtracks P.S. Because of the redesign all your
progress will be lost. If you run into any additional problems please send us details to madboxgamestudiogmail.com Thank you
guys for your support!. CRIMSON METAL REDUX COMING SOON : Good news everyone! Next month you will get a
CRIMSON METAL REDUX - a complete redesign of episode 1. Here we are not talking about the change of the engine, since
there has already been a lot of work done and there is not enough ressources for this, but thanks to your support guys we were
able to fix many glitches make the game more stable and enjoyable. Absolutely new levels, better textures, performance and
many other goody's. The current episode 2 and 3 will be removed from the store, but do not worry they will come back updated
and shiny, and of course they will be free.. CRIMSON METAL IS AVAILABLE NOW! : Here it is! The First Episode of
CRIMSON METAL is available now! In the next few weeks Episode 2 will rise.. CRIMSON METAL UPDATE to v.1.7.1 : Hi!
PATCH 3 is Here! PATCH 3 NOTES: Performance tweaks Rebalanced game difficulty Improved lighting Improved textures
To make sure that all files for all episodes are downloaded, update the game manually. You can do this by followign the
instructions below: 1. Load Steam 2. From the Library section, right-click on the game and select "Properties" from the menu.
3. Select the "Local Files" tab and click the "Verify integrity of game cache." button. 4. Steam will verify the game's files - this
process may take several minutes. 5. Once the process is completed, the window will automatically exit, and you will be ready
for action. One more thing.. CRIMSON METAL - COMING SOON : Hello everyone! We apologize for the delayed release of
CRIMSON METAL. We wish that you'll have the best experience from our game, that why now we are working on some
additions. CRIMSON METAL will be available soon.. CRIMSON METAL UPDATE to v.1.3 : Hey! PATCH 2 is Here!
PATCH 2 NOTES: Performance tweaks Improved key controls Improved textures Smoother AIM DOWN SIGHTS Rebalanced
game difficulty in the next few weeks Episode 2 will rise! If you run into any additional problems please send us details to
madboxgamestudiogmail.com Thank you guys for your support!
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